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We explore phase separation on spherical surfaces by solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation modified for
diblock copolymers using a finite volume method. The spherical surface is discretized into almost uniform
triangles by employing successive dyadic refinements of the spherical icosahedron, a methodology that avoids
potential mathematical and numerical problems related to the poles in spherical coordinates. The finite volume
method is based on averaging Voronoi cells built from triangular meshes to calculate the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on the curved surface, which greatly improves both the accuracy and speed of calculation as compared
to the conventional finite difference method. By using this method we simulate the phase separation of diblock
copolymers on a spherical surface. It is found that stable and intrinsic defects, which would not occur in a flat
space after sufficient annealing, appear in the periodic arrangement of the domains on the curved surface due
to the distinct Euler characteristic of the surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments demonstrated that phase ordering or
phase separation could occur on static or dynamic surfaces.
Examples include lipid bilayer membranes �1�, crystal
growth on curved surfaces �2�, and phase separation within
thin films �3�. Due to the mathematical and numerical chal-
lenges involved, theoretical investigations have been limited
and analytical results are derived only for some special
classes of surfaces with translation or rotation symmetry,
such as surfaces of circular and elliptic cylinders, and tori
�4,5�. Actually, in flat spaces the phase ordering processes
have been successfully investigated with the Cahn-Hilliard
�CH� equation in a wide variety of nonequilibrium systems
ranging from binary metal alloys �6� to soft materials such as
block copolymers �7�. The numerical implementation of the
CH equation has been based on the conventional finite dif-
ference method although some special techniques such as the
cell dynamics scheme �8� are often adopted to speed up the
simulation.

The simulation of phase separation kinetics in spherical
geometry is a difficult problem and only a few numerical
studies deal with surfaces that have the topology of a sphere
by using finite difference �9�. Recently, Varea et al. studied
the pattern formation on the spherical surface based on Tur-
ing equations �10�. The key point to extend the CH equation
in flat space to that on the sphere is how to calculate the
Laplace-Beltrami operator for describing the Laplacian on
the curved surface. Therefore, we concentrate on presenting
a numerical implementation of the Laplace-Beltrami opera-
tor on the spherical surface with triangular lattice discretiza-
tion. In this paper, a numerical algorithm is based upon a
spatial triangular discretization derived from the regular
icosahedron and employs the finite volume method which

can facilitate the investigation of phase ordering processes
on rigid surfaces with spherical topology. By solving the CH
equation using this method, we simulate the phase separation
morphology of diblock copolymers on a spherical surface.
Our results show that for both symmetric and asymmetric
composition, stable and intrinsic defects, which would not
occur in a flat space after sufficient annealing, appear in the
lamellae and spherical phase on the curved surface due to
the distinct Euler characteristic of the surface. Compared to
the conventional finite difference method, our methodology
by means of the finite volume based on averaging Voronoi
cells demonstrates great potential to implement numerical
solving of the CH equation for describing phase separation
dynamics on the curved surface, especially spherical surface.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In this section, we first briefly review the simplest dissi-
pative model conventionally known as the Cahn-Hilliard
equation or model B in the Hohenberg-Halperin notation
�11,12�, for describing phase separation kinetics of AB
diblock copolymers in the flat space, and then describe ex-
tensions of the model in the curved space. The CH equation
in the flat space is written as �11,12�

��

�t
= M�2��F���

��
� �1�

where M is the mobility, and the order parameter � is defined
as the local difference between the concentrations of the two
components A and B, i.e., �=2�−1 �� is the volume frac-
tion of the A component of the AB diblock copolymer�. F���
is the free energy functional, which has the following form
�13,14�:
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F���r��
kBT

=� dr� f���r�� +
k

2
	 � ��r�	2 +

�

2
� dr

�� dr�G�r − r�����r� − �̄����r�� − �̄�
 �2�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, r is
the position vector, and f��� is the local coarse-grained free
energy of mixing. f��� takes the Landau form in this work:
f���=−�2 /2+�4 /4. The first and second terms in Eq. �2�
represent the short-range repulsive interaction between the A
and B species, and the third term represents the long-range
interaction due to the connection of the A and B blocks. G is
the Green’s function that satisfies �2G�r ,r��=−��r−r��, and
�̄ is the spatially averaged order parameter. ��1/ �N2f�1
− f�� is a phenomenological parameter, where N and f are the
chain length and composition of the diblock, respectively.
Substituting Eq. �2� into Eq. �1� and rescaling it with M leads
to the CH equation for an AB diblock copolymer in the flat
space:

��

�t
= �2�− � + �3 − �2�� − ��� − �̄� . �3�

It is noted that Eq. �3� modeling microphase separation
results in an equation identical in form to that used to de-
scribe spinodal decomposition in the presence of simple
chemical reaction �15�.

A two-dimensional �2D� closed spherical surface embed-
ded in a 3D space is denoted by the curvilinear coordinate
�u�= �u1 ,u2�. A position vector at a time t of a point at the
surface specified by �u�= �u1 ,u2� can be expressed as r
=r�u1 ,u2 , t�. In order to extend the CH equation in the flat
space �Eq. �3�� to that on the curved surface, the �2 should
be replaced by the covariant Laplacian �LB

2 , also known as
the Laplace-Beltrami operator, which is used as the Laplac-
ian on curved surfaces �16�:

�LB
2 X = g��X

��	� = g���X
��� − 	��


 X
�
� �4�

where X is the value of a field, such as concentration or
chemical potential field, X

��=�X�u� /�u�, and X
���

=�2X�u� /�u��u�. X
��	� is the covariant derivative and can

be written as X
��	�=X

���−	��

 X

�
. g�� is the metric tensor
and is given by

g�� = g� · g� = �r/�u� · �r/�u� �5�

where g� and g� are tangential vectors. g�� is the contravari-
ant metric tensor, g��= �g���−1. The Christoffel symbol 	��




is

	��

 =

1

2
g
�� �g��

�u� +
�g��

�u� −
�g��

�u� � . �6�

We take the Einstein summation notation for the repeated
alternate Greek indices ��,�,
,�=1,2, denoting curvilinear
coordinates u1 and u2, respectively�. For example, Eq. �4� is
expressed as

�LB
2 X = g���X

��� − 	��

 X

�
� = g11�X
�11 − X

�1	11
1 − X

�2	11
2 �

+ g21�X
�21 − X

�1	21
1 − X

�2	21
2 �

+ g12�X
�12 − X

�1	12
1 − X

�2	12
2 �

+ g22�X
�22 − X

�1	22
1 − X

�2	22
2 � . �7�

The CH equation for AB diblock copolymers on a curved
surface is therefore given by

��

�t
= �LB

2 �− � + �3 − �LB
2 �� − ��� − �̄� . �8�

The key to solve Eq. �8� involves evaluating the Laplace-
Beltrami operator on a curved surface. In the next section,
we present the finite volume method to numerically calculate
the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a rigid spherical surface
with a triangular lattice.

III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. Discretization of the spherical surface

The spherical surface is spatially discretized with nearly
uniform triangular lattices to numerically solve the CH equa-
tion. The spherical surface is first discretized into triangular
grids generated by the spherical projection of the regular
icosahedron �17�, i.e., a structure like the backbone of C60
fullerene �18�, which consists of 20 equal spherical triangles
and 12 vertices, as shown in Fig. 1. When the midpoints
�empty dots� of three edges with geodesic arcs are connected
by a line �indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 1�, each of the 20
triangular faces is subdivided into four, yielding 80 smaller
triangles. Repeating such a dyadic subdivision, higher order
triangulation and finer grids can be obtained in this simple
procedure. In such triangular lattice, each vertex has six

FIG. 1. The schematic of dyadic icosahedral triangulation of a
spherical surface.
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neighbors, except for those 12 singular vertices that belong
to the original spherical icosahedron, which has five neigh-
bors each. In fact, a classic theorem of Euler shows that any
triangulation of the sphere surface must exist in excess of
exactly 12 fivefold coordinated vertices �2,19�. In this paper,
the sphere surface is triangulated with N=12 962 �N=10n2

+2, where n is an arbitrary integer� vertices and the radius of
the sphere is set to be 31.25 to keep the lattice size �space
step� to be about 1 for the aim of numerical stability.

B. Solving CH equation on the surface lattice

We now present a finite volume algorithm to calculate the
Laplace-Beltrami operator of a field �LB

2 X, i.e., the Laplacian
of a curved surface, in terms of the above triangulation. This
algorithm is based upon averaging Voronoi cells, which was
presented by Meyer et al. in a different context �20�. As
shown in Fig. 2, the Laplace-Beltrami operator at each vertex
can be defined as the average over the immediate one-ring
neighboring triangles. For each vertex, an associated surface
patch is chosen, which is the so-called Voronoi cell or finite
volume. In the Voronoi area, the piecewise linear boundaries
connect the midpoints of the edges emanating from the cen-
ter vertex and a point, which is the circumcenter of each
adjacent triangle. The value of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
of a field X at a vertex i can be expressed as a function of the
field values of the nodes and the angles of the triangulation:

�LB
2 X =

1

2AVoronoi


j�V1�i�
�cot �ij + cot �ij��Xj − Xi� �9�

where �ij and �ij are two angles opposite to the edges in two
triangles sharing the edge. Xi and Xj are the field values at
the vertex i and j. V1�i� is the set of one ring of neighbor
vertices of vertex Vi. AVoronoi is the area of the one-ring
Voronoi region, which is enclosed by the points C1, C2, C3,
C4, C5, and C6, as shown in Fig. 2. AVoronoi is obtained:

AVoronoi =
1

8 
j�V1�i�

�cot �ij + cot �ij��Lij�2. �10�

According to the finite volume method, the mean curva-
ture H�Vi� and Gauss curvature K�Vi� at a vertex Vi are re-
spectively written as

H�Vi� =
1

4AVoronoi


j�V1�i�
�cot �ij + cot �ij�Lij , �11�

K�Vi� =
1

AVoronoi
�2� − 

j=1

N�f�

 j� �12�

where  j is the angle of the jth face at the vertex Vi, and N�f�
denotes the number of faces around this vertex Vi.

Comparing the finite volume method to discretize the
Laplace-Beltrami operator on curved surfaces with the con-
ventional finite difference in the Appendix, it is clear that the
former is quite simple and straightforward to implement. In
particular, the major advantage of this method is its suitabil-
ity for an arbitrary triangle mesh regardless of whether the
vertex has six or five neighbors. Table I lists the typical nu-
merical quality of the two methods in terms of the curvatures
and area of the sphere surface, as the analytical results of
these quantities are known. The result listed in Table I clearly
shows that the numerical quality of the finite volume method
is quite good and is better than the finite difference method.
Furthermore, the speed of calculation of these two methods
is compared for simulating a same phase separation process
�as will be presented in Sec. III C�, the finite volume method
is at least three times faster than the finite difference method.
However, the finite difference method can be used to evalu-
ate the first and second order difference of the field defined
on the surface with respect to curvilinear coordinates �Eqs.
�A2�–�A7��, while the finite volume method is not easy to
deal with this.

C. Numerical results

The time evolution of morphology of AB diblock copoly-
mers on a rigid spherical surface is shown in Fig. 3, using the
finite volume method. The order parameter �=2�−1 is de-
fined as the local volume fraction difference of components
A and B. The A- and B-rich regions are shown by bold and
light dots, respectively. At early stages of microphase sepa-
ration, randomly distributed A and B domains are observed;
however, at later stages a stable, periodic lamellar phase is
formed because of the symmetric composition ��=0.5�. In
particular, both the A and B lamellae display spiral structures
on the surface of the sphere, which is not observed to occur
in flat space. Similar spiral waves were also observed by
Gomatam et al. in a reaction-diffusion system on a sphere

FIG. 2. A vertex with six neighbors and one-ring Voronoi region
for evaluating the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a spherical surface.

TABLE I. A comparison of the accuracy between the finite dif-
ference and finite volume methods.

% error Finite difference Finite volume

Mean curvature 0.11 0.0062

Gaussian curvature 0.23 0.024

Total surface area 0.093 0.023
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surface �21�. It is interesting to see that four disclinations of
type 1/2 emerge in the area where the spiral tips locate, in
which one disclination produced by the A lamellae is paired
with that produced by the B lamellae, and the two pairs are
located at the opposite poles of the sphere surface. Actually,
a very similar pattern on the sphere with the same pair of 1 /2
disclinations in the study of Turing patterns was reported by
Varea and his co-workers �10�. Furthermore, it is worth not-
ing that similar disclinations could appear in a nematically
ordered phase on sphere surfaces, with the four disclinations
located at the vertices of a tetrahedron �22�, which is differ-
ent from the lamellar case studied here. These results suggest
that these defects are intrinsic and stable and thereby cannot
be removed by annealing for even longer time.

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the microphase for
an asymmetric diblock copolymer with the composition �
=0.35. From a random initial state, the system microphase
separates into a spherical phase with the minority component
A forming spheres while the majority component B forming
the matrix. Note that at later stages the A forming spheres are
arranged in an almost hexagonal pattern, in which most of
the A spheres have six nearest neighbors while some of them
only have five nearest neighbors. Like the disclinations ob-
served in the symmetric case, these defects are stable and
cannot be removed by annealing for longer time. Actually,
recent experimental and theoretical results demonstrated that
the arrangement of the ordered structure on the surface of the
sphere must lead to the similar defects �2,23�.

Furthermore, the phase separation kinetics of polymer
blends on the spherical surface is also studied and the do-

main growth law at the late stage of phase separation on the
sphere is compared with that in the usual flat space as we
take �=0 in Eq. �3�. The domain growth indicated by the
number of lattice points NB located at domain boundaries
which is proportional to the total length of boundaries is
shown with time evolution during phase separation in Fig. 5.
The results indicate that in the late stage of both symmetric
and asymmetric phase separation, when the domain size is
not large enough to be affected by the non-Euclidean geom-
etry, we obtain the growth law NB� t−1/3, as expected from
evaporation-condensation mechanism derived in the flat
space proposed by Lifshitz and Slyozov �24�. However, at
the very late stage, i.e., when the domains are large enough
to “feel” curve characteristics of the sphere, our numerical
fitting routine does not provide a reasonable Lifshitz-Slyozov
power law fit and no clear value of the exponent can be
extracted especially for the case of off-critical quench. The
results suggest that the geometrical topology may play an
important role in domain growth law during the fairly late
stage of phase separation.

Finally, the last term at the right hand side of Eq. �3�
represents the long-range interaction due to the chemical
bonds of the A and B blocks. The phenomenological param-
eter � is inversely proportional to N, i.e., the smaller �, the
stronger the microphase segregation degree between blocks
A and B. However, when � is too small ��→0�, the term of
long-range interaction will disappear and thus the mi-
crophase separation does not take place. On the other hand,
when the value of � is very large the microphase separation
does not occur either and the system is in disorder in this

FIG. 3. The evolution of morphologies with
time t for AB diblock copolymers with the co-
polymer composition �=0.5 and �=0.2.
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case. For example, for symmetric composition quench, when
��0.25 and ��0.01 the long-range interaction does not
take effect at all and thus the microphase separation cannot
be observed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a finite volume method for solving the
CH equation on spherical surfaces with icosahedral triangu-
lation, which is based on averaging Voronoi cells to calculate
the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Compared to the conventional
finite difference method, the finite volume method greatly
improves both the accuracy and speed of calculation. This
method is then applied to simulate the time evolution of the
morphology of AB diblock copolymers on a rigid spherical

surface. In the late stage of the phase separation, for the
symmetric composition of the block copolymers, spiral
structures of both the A and B lamellae are found on the
surface of the sphere, which is not observed to occur in flat
space; For the spherical phase with asymmetric composition,
however, stable defects that cannot be removed by annealing
are observed in a hexagonal lattice on the sphere surface.
The disclinations formed in the lamellar phase and the
defects in the spherical phase are intrinsic in the phase sepa-
ration of diblock copolymers on sphere surfaces. The depen-
dence of the type and number of these defects with respect to
the sphere radius, the polymer chain length and composition,
as well as the segregation parameter will be the subject of a
future publication.
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APPENDIX

The finite difference method is based upon the application
of the conventionally finite difference approximation to tri-

FIG. 4. The time evolution of morphologies
for AB diblock copolymers with the copolymer
composition �=0.35 and �=0.1.

FIG. 5. Log-log plots of NB representing the domain size as a
function of time t for polymer blends. The guide line is NB� t−1/3.
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angle meshes. According to Eq. �7�, the metric tensor g��

and its partial derivative with respect to the curvilinear coor-
dinate, �g�� /�u
, are required to calculate the Laplace-
Beltrami operator. According to Eqs. �5� and �6�, one should
calculate the first and second order partial derivatives of the
position vector r with respect to the curvilinear parameters
�u1 ,u2�. For convenience, we denote u1=u, u2=v. The posi-
tion vector r at a vertex of the surface specified by �u�
= �u ,v� can be expressed as r=r�u�=r�x ,y ,z�, where x, y,
and z are the corresponding Euclidean coordinates, which are
functions of u and v. From Fig. 1, each vertex has six neigh-
bor points except the 12 singular points, and thus the curvi-
linear parameters u and v can be chosen as the discretization
scheme shown in Fig. 6, i.e., for each triangle of the mesh,
the triangle itself defines the local surface metric. We con-
sider the expressions for �r /�u�, �2r /��u��2, and �2r /�u��u�

on the spherical surface as shown in Fig. 6. According to the
definition of g� the tangential vector at a vertex is given by

g� = �r/�u� = ��x/�u�,�y/�u�,�z/�u�� . �A1�

�2r /��u��2 and �2r /�u��u� can be written in the same fash-
ion. For a vertex with six neighbors, using the second order
central difference approximation, the first and second order
partial derivatives of an arbitrary quantity defined at a vertex,
say I in Fig. 6�a�, with respect to curvilinear parameters are
given as follows:

�x�u,v�
�u

=
2

�u1�u2��u1 + �u2�
�1

2
��u2�2x�u + �u1,v�

+
1

2
�− ��u2�2 + ��u1�2�x�u,v�

−
1

2
��u1�2x�u − �u2,v�� , �A2�

�2x�u,v�
�u2 =

2

�u1�u2��u1 + �u2�
��u2x�u + �u1,v�

− ��u1 + �u2�x�u,v� + �u1x�u − �u2,v�� ,

�A3�

x�uv�u,v� =
�x2�u,v�
�u � v

=
2

�v1�v2��v1 + �v2�
�1

2
��v2�2x�u�u,v + �v1�

+
1

2
�− ��v2�2 + ��v1�2�x�u�u,v�

−
1

2
��v1�2x�u�u,v − �v2�� , �A4�

where �u1, �u2, �v1, and �v2 are spatial units �the arc
length between two vertices�, which are schematically shown
in Fig. 6�a�. It is obvious that when �u1=�u2 and �v1
=�v2, the above central difference formulas are simplified to
the usual ones with equal spatial units.

For the case of the vertex with five triangular neighbors,
say I in Fig. 6�b�, a forward difference formula is used to
numerically evaluate the above mentioned first and second
order partial derivatives:

�x�u,v�
�u

= −
2�u2 + �u1

�u2��u1 + �u2�
x�u,v�

+
�u1 + �u2

�u1�u2
x�u + �u2,v�

−
�u2

�u1��u1 + �u2�
X�u + �u1 + �u2,v� ,

�A5�

�2x�u,v�
�u2 =

2

�u2��u1 + �u2�
x�u,v� −

2

�u1�u2
x�u + �u2,v�

+
2

�u1��u1 + �u2�
x�u + �u1 + �u2,v� , �A6�

x
�uv = −

2�v2 + �v1

�v2��v1 + �v2�
x
�u�u,v� +

�v1 + �v2

�v1�v2
x
�u�u,v + �v2�

−
�v2

�v1��v1 + �v2�
x
�u�u,v + �v1 + �v2� . �A7�

In a similar way, �x�u ,v� /�v, �2x�u ,v� /�v2, and x
�vu�u ,v�

can be obtained. Finally, we note that due to the nonorthogo-

FIG. 6. Lattice points used to calculate X
��

=�X�u� /�u� and X
���=�2X�u� /�u��u� for the

vertex with �a� six and �b� five neighbors.
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nality of curvilinear coordinates u and v, x
�uv�u ,v� and

x
�vu�u ,v� are not exactly equal numerically, although they

should be the same in definition. Therefore, the numerical
value of �x2�u ,v� /�u �v for each vertex should be set as the
average, i.e., �x2�u ,v� /�u �v= 1

2 �x
�uv�u ,v�+x

�vu�u ,v��, for
numerical stability. With Eqs. �A2�–�A7�, in a similar way,
we can calculate X

��=�X�u� /�u�, X
���=�2X�u� /�u� �u�, as

well as the tangential vector at a vertex according to the
definition of g� �Eq. �A1��. Therefore, the covariant metric
tensor g�� can be obtained from the values of g� at a vertex.
For example,

g11 = g1 · g1 = ��x��u��/�u�2 + ��y��u��/�u�2 + ��z��u��/�u�2.

�A8�

The calculation of the values of g22, g12, and g21�g12=g21�
should be straightforward. The mean curvature H and Gauss

curvature K at a vertex are, respectively, given by

H = Tr�b�
�� = b�

� = g��b��, �A9�

K = det�b�
�� = det�b�
g
�� , �A10�

where b�� is the coefficients of the second fundamental form
for the curved surface:

b�� = g�,� · n . �A11�

From Eq. �7�, in curved space the Laplacian of a field at a
vertex can be obtained numerically, since g��, X��, X
, and
	��


 have been evaluated in terms of Eqs. �6� and �A1�–�A8�.
With the same procedure, we can calculate the chemical po-
tential � at each lattice point and their Laplace-Beltrami val-
ues �LB

2 �.
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